
 

Job Title: Repair Technician Job Category: Drone Repair 

Department/Group: Repair Division Job Code/ Req#: N/A 

Location: Xenia, OH Travel Required: No 

Level/Salary Range: $15.00/Hour Position Type: Part-Time 

HR Contact: Alex Brennaman Date Posted: 08/22/2022 

Will Train Applicant(s): Yes Posting Expires: Until filled 

External Posting URL: https://p1drones.com/employment/ 

Applications Accepted By: 

EMAIL: 

info@p1drones.com 

Subject Line: Employment 

MAIL: 

Human Resources 

Priority 1 Drones 

74 N. Orange St. Ste. 106 

Xenia, OH 45385 

Job Description 

ROLE AND RESPONSIBILITIES 

A drone repair technician needs knowledge of electronics, mechanics, and robotics to repair drones. Drones are 
usually synced with smartphones or other devices, so a drone repair technician will also need to be 
knowledgeable about repairing wireless devices and systems. Drone repair will use various tools and techniques 
to fix drone issues such as broken outer shells, damaged propellers, and overheated motors. They also fix 
electronic controls and main boards. Responsibilities: Drone Repair Technicians will perform Diagnostics & 
Repairs on multirotor and fixed wing systems. They will troubleshoot using process of elimination and visual 
inspections to accurately determine components at fault and provide accurate estimates. Technicians will often 
disassemble multirotors in case of a full frame replacement and will be expected to have basic soldering skills. 
Most modern multirotor systems are based on wireless systems for telemetry and video transmission. 
Technicians will connect drones to R/C & Smartphone to ensure quality repairs after each repair. 

QUALIFICATIONS AND EDUCATION REQUIREMENTS 

Prior experience in repairing electronics is required. Having in-depth knowledge of multirotor/robotic systems 
would be a plus, but not required. Certificates in drone maintenance & repair issued by qualifying institutions 
such as Technical/vocational schools would also be preferred, but not required. 

PREFERRED SKILLS 

Previous experience in the sUAS industry 

Strong communication skills 

Robust problem-solving abilities 

Excellent mechanical and electronic skills 

Attention to detail 

Reviewed By: Alex Brennaman, CEO Date: 8/22/2022 

Approved By: Alex Brennaman, CEO Date: 8/22/2022 

Last Updated By: Alex Brennaman, CEO Date/Time: 8/22/2022 
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